Embedded Learning Opportunities Activity Matrix
Child’s Name: Example
Date: during school closure
Goal Area

Goal Area:

Social-emotional: show
self-regulation during changes in
routines and non-preferred activities

Adaptive, self-care: toileting,
handwashing, dressing,
following routines

- Comments about desires and likes,
dislikes related to food.
- requests "more" of a specific item,
- answers questions about what is
needed on the table (fork, spoon,
plate)

- reacts in a calm way when
desired items are not available
- uses calm down strategies
while waiting or during
non-preferred routines

- follows the steps of hygiene
routines (handwashing), toileting,
and dressing using a visual
schedule for routines
- indicates the need to use the
toilet, indicates that hands or
clothes are "dirty"

- Answers questions about desired
activiites,
- pretend-play with toys,
- indicates what they would like to do
next,
- points to pictures and objects when
asked to "show me"

- shares and takes turns with family
members during play after looking at
photos and listening to social scripts
about using calming strategies
- recognizes and expresses feelings
such as anger, frustration, worry and
seeks help in calming (ideas in packet)

- follows transition cues (ideas in
packet) to begin to clean up play
areas
- uses pieces of toys
appropriately for play (legos,
puzzle pieces, crayons)

- follows steps of toileting, handwashing
and dressing
- helps with chores
- rests calmly during "nap" time
- stays in area with adult when
requested to do so
- follows daily routines

-Uses calming strategies with
help, realizes fatigue and
expresses need to rest
- practices some skills during
brief activities (ideas in packet)
such as drawing, painting

- practices safety during inside
and outside play
- asks for adult assistance when
needed (opening containers,
getting a drink)

Goal Area:

Communiation: request,
comment using pointing, AAC,
verbal. Answer questions
Mealtime
(including
snacks and
skills such
as feeding
self, helping
prepare and
clean up)
Playtime
(Pretend
play, blocks,
puzzles, toys,
books,
games)
Daily
Routines
(Hygiene, selfcare, rest,
practicing
skills)
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